Instability problems in systems of diffel'cntiol equations m'e discussed. A matrix technique is given [or prodllcitlg numericlll solutions to a system of ordinary dilferential equations with boundary conditions specified at eueh end of tho interval when the system contains dominant solutions which give rise to numerical instability in conventional integration met.hods. A method of "bringing up the initial conditions" is described, whereby the two-point nature of the problem is made use of to stabilize the system. Threo numerical examples 0-1'0 included.
A formal solution for the inten'al (O,x) can be established in the form (see [1, 2, 4] The series Can be shown always to be convergent [1] , although the convergence may be so slow that the direct evaluation by (104) may be practically impossible, an aspect which we shall consider in section 3.
In the important case when A and B are constant, (1.3) can be written as ( 
1.5) where 8=b-a.
Inversion of A can be avoided by expanding the last term of (1.5) as A formally correct way of doing this would be first, by some suitable method, to integrate (1.1), so that we get the G and L matrices for the entire interval (1.7)
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and then use the bOlmdary conditions (1.2) to determine the startpoint vector F., by solving the system (1.8)
Having found F. we have transformed the problem to an initial-value problem and we can apply our integration technique to determine F at as many intermediate points in the interval as we wish, using the known vector F, to determine the next vector Fi+l'
In the following we shall consider two special problems which may arise when we try to produce numerical solutions to the system (1.1) and (1.2). Firstly, there is the problem of numerical instability, Le. the roundoff errors during the integration propagate to an extent which makes the results unacceptable. To this effect may be added the effects of the system' (l.8) being ill-conditioned, yielding inaccnrate values for the initial vector F. which makes the situation even worse. Secondly we shall briefly deal with the problem of computing the transfer matrices G and L ns defined by (1.3) when the series (l.4) and (1.6) are too slowly convergent to be of practical use. The key to an understanding of both problems is the eigenvalue spectrum of A, which can be represented as on Fig. 2 . As we shall see, the problem of convergence of the series (1.4) (or of integration methods based upon a Taylor-type expansion, like Runge-Kutta methods) alise when the spectrum has a large upper bound [Almox' while instability and ill-eonditioning is chiefly a consequence of a large spectral width p., measured along the real axis, both causes being amplified by the total length s of the interval over which the equations are to be integrated. In order to see how the problems of instability and ill-conditioning arise, let us for the sake of simplicity assume that A is constant and write A in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors:
where Y is the augmented (N x N) matrix of eigenvectors (y,), assnmed non-singular, and A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues J.,. Considering only the homogeneous part of (1.1) we see that integration over the
The eigenvalues, ,I, of G have the forIll
where J.=,,+ip. In the complex plane, for var~ng s, the loci of d will be spirals as shom] on Fig. 3 . The ratio between tbe largest and the slllallest Illodulus in the eigenvalue spectrum of G can be represented lognrithmically by
'1 can be used as an indicat;or of the instability of (1.1) as well as a measme of thc degrce of singularity of G. As 'I approaches the number of decimal digits with which the machine works, the smallest pair of eigenvalues of G will for practical pmposes approach zero, rendering G singular, its nullity depending upon the number of varushing eigenvalues. As s goes on increasing, the largest pair of eigenvalues will become increasingly dominant, and we may in fact rench " stage where G, as rcpresented in the machine, has the rank 2.
Clearly, it is possible before this extreme stage is reached, that the system (1.8) becomes so ill-conditioned that an acceptable solution is On the other hand, from (1.10) it would seem that the largest relative error in any element of F i depends rather upon the width p. of the spectrum and the interval s, = Xi -a, if we assume that the smallest element of F grows exponentically with "'mln's while the absolute error due to roundoff grows exponentically with "'mn<' S. We may therefore adopt the quantity '7, = 0..1343,,· 8, as all indicator of the sensitivity of the system to roundoff enors.
Clearly then, for a sufficiently large interval s, the propagating effects of roundoff elTors can beoome of the order of magnitude of the elements of F themselves, with disastrous results. In practice, for an 8th-order system (1.1), say, it probably suffices for '7 to have a value of 3 or 4 to give rise to a degree of illconditiouing willch renders the system (1.8) too sensitive to roundoff errors to allow the sequence of vectors F, to be computed with sufficient aocuracy. We may find that baving determined a value of lobe starting vector F o , and integrated this up to the end point, the boundary conditions (1.2b) at the end point will not be satisfied with aooeptable accuracy.
In what follows, we sJlall present a prooedure whereby the total interval s is split into a few snb-intervals of length h, and an inversion iB performed after each suh-interval has been integrated, whereby at each stage, i, F, is expressed by M linear combinations of its own elements. which can be arranged thus
where H is an (N x M) matrix and V is an (N) vector.
We have now succeeded in expressing, at the starting point, the full
Below we shall show how we, after integrating (1.1) over a step, can obtain an identical representation to (2.3) at any point i.
Let us assume that we possess a suitable integration method for the numerical evaluation of the matrix G and the vector L in (1.3) . Integrating over the step (O,h), we then obtain by (1.3) F, = GF.+L using (2.3) we get
. Using (2.1) yielding
F. = T-'(F,-U)
By (2.5) we can now express F, in terms of F,
The form of (2.7) is identical to the form of (2.3) at the starting point, and we can therefore say that we have "brought up" the initial conditions. The form (2.3) or (2.7) is referred to as the "point form".
We proceed, as above, step by step, until we reach the end-point of the interval where we have and by using the boundary conditions (1.2b) we find
whence F n is found by (2.8).
. (2.8) (2.9) Having determined the function vector F at the end point n, we can now compute the succession of vectors F"_,,F n _, ... F o by malting use of the recurrence relation
which can be established on the basis of (2.6) and (2.3). The (N x M) matrices H and the (N) vectors W can readily be formed during the forward integration and stored.
By the above method the tendency of the roundoff elTors to grow exponentially over the length of integration is checked, at intermediate stages, by the transformation to the "point form" (2.7), of the integrated equation (2.4) . A rigorous analysis of the numerical mechanism involved, with estimates for errors etc., is outside the scope of this paper.
A word may be said about the choice of Qand S/. Clearly, in order for F o to be uniquely determined in terms of 1"0 and Go as weU as in terms of 1"0 and !Fo the matrices
[~] and [~] must be nonsingull1l" .
In problems of elasticity, where N always is an even number (N4 ,6,8 ... ) and M = N/2, it is alwl1Ys possible to specify Qand 2 so that the above conditions are fulfilled for any set of physical1y admittable boundary conditions. By letting 1" and F consist of combinations of the form 1, = "I -I-u, and [, = '" -u, where;; is a displacement and u the corresponding stress, this is achieved.
3. The evaluation of the transfer matrices G and L when the eigenvalues of A are large.
In general, the elements of A and B vary with x, and we must therefore resort to numerical approximation methods for the calculation of G and L. We shal1 briefly indicate a mcthod of integration which is easily coded and which is particularly efficient when the eigenvalues of A are of an order of magnitude such as to make the series evaluation (104), the convergence of which can be estimated by (1.10), practically impossible for a feasible step length h which otherwise would be small enough to take proper care of the variable nature of the coefficients of the equation.
From (1.10) it follows that the number of terms of the expansion (104) that would be required to obtain a certain accuracy depends on the , I , product h·).",nx' If we now consider a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, which in the case A = const. simply is a Taylor expansion truncated after the fifth term it is easy to demonstrate that for five figure accurEtcy h· )'mnx~0.35 approximately (3.1 ) In practice, therefore, depending upon the largest eigenvalues of A, it may not be possible to employ a Runge-Kutta method without reducing the step-size h far below what is practical.
The matrizant evaluation (1.3) is generally not suited for numerical computation. Pipes [12] suggests a perturbation method whereby G is computed, for the interval (O,h) as where
stating that if the perturbation matrix a(u) is small in the interval, <5 can be computed taking only one or two terms. However, the convergence of the series (b) depends on the eigenvalues of A as well, and although <5 in itseU may be quite small, the series (b) may be illbehaved and converge slowly when A has large eigenvalues. Wllile the form (a) is a very desirahle hasis for numerical computation, a practical way of computing 0, for the types of equations studied in the present paper, is still lacking and we make the approximation <5 = O. 
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We then evaluate G and L according to (1.5) and in evaluating the matrix exponential make use of the relation By suitable choice of m, say m~6, we can evalnate the innermost paranthesis with a few terms in the expansion (1.4), then square this matrix, then square the result again and so on l 1n times. L can then be evaluat~d as iudicated by (1.5), whereby an inversion of .if has to be performed. 4 . Numerical examples.
Example 1.
Consider the equation The equivalent 1st order system is 
F(s)
[~]
[~] The results for the two latter interval lengths are given in table 4.1, illustrating the instability of the system in the critical range of s. For the method of stepwise inversion the total execution time including printout was 1.15 sec. on a UNIVAC ll07.
The fact that A is constant was not made use of in wl"iting the programme; in fact, no special time-saving features were incorporated. Execution time could probably be halved by paying more attention to such details.
E,rample 2.
The equations
have the analytical solution and c= 10-'.
Example 3.
The stress-displacement analysis of elastic shells in the form of a snrf"'ce of revolution subjected to a load which c"'n be expressed as a Fomier series around the circumference, leads to an 8th order system where the function vector {Y 1 Yo . .. Y.} contains the displacements n, v and '" and certain of their derivatives. Intern",l stresses in the shell are found by premultiplying Y by a "stiffness matrix" lJ. However, this need not concern us here, and we only consider the differential equation. The A and B matrices have been printed out (see table 4.3) at two adjacent stations in the middle of the interval. As can be seen, there is some variation in A. B happens to be constant, as we have considered a radial load ,,~th constant amplitude over the height of the shell, which is of the form of a hyperboloid fixed ",t the base and free at the top, where it is loaded with an addition",lload in the 8-dil'ection of 100·cosO. 20 subdivisions were used. The results at every second point are given in table 4.3. The G and L matrices were computed as described in section 3 and 12 terms were used in the exp",nsion, (1.4), and 1l! (eq. 3.3) was 6.
The accumcy of the solntion can be estimated by checking the over-all equilibrium of the shell, i.e. comparing the total external load in various directions, overtmning moments, etc. with the reactions ",t the base. Such a check gives an accm",cy of ",bout 1%, part of which is due to other causes than the solution of the differential equations, and which at any rate is adequate for engineering pmposes. More steps would improve the accumcy.
Compntation scheme.
Below is given an outline of a computation scheme, based on the author's FORTRAN program, for the described method. A and B mntriccs at x .... 62.07 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 1.000+00 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 1.000+ 00 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000
